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SAGE is proud to
publish the
journals of the
Political Studies
Association
Political Studies, Political Studies Review,
The British Journal of Politics and International
Relations (BJPIR), Politics and Political Insight.

Join the PSA
Not only does the PSA exist to develop and promote the study of politics, it also aims to help its
members develop their skills and advance in their professional careers, through a wide range of
activities and world-class journals that help enrich the discipline.

Exciting Benefits for PSA Members
As part of the publishing partnership between the PSA and SAGE, PSA members have free access
to an exciting range of benefits.
• Adam Matthew Archives Direct, a vast
curated digital archive sourced from the
National Archives at Kew.
• Over 500 books and reference works on
Politics and International Relations, hosted
on the e-book platform, SAGE Knowledge.
• The Digital CQ Press Library which hosts
everything from the Encyclopedia of the
American Government to the Supreme Court
Collection.
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• SAGE Research Methods.
• SAGE’s latest data product in Political
Science, U.S Political Stats, an easy-to-use
visualisation and research tool.
• 30 high-quality journals from SAGE’s
Politics, International Relations, and Public
Administration journals programme including
Public Policy and Administration and
Teaching Public Administration.

For full information please
visit the PSA website

Or visit SAGE:

www.psa.ac.uk

www.sagepub.com
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Brexit
Special
“The ramifications of Brexit are still being felt – and will continue to be felt for years to come –
but within hours of the result the British political landscape had changed, changed utterly…..”
Peter Geoghegan, Editor
Read on and explore key contributions from our authors in this dedicated special issue of
Political Insight which is free for a limited time only (access ends 31st December 2016).
Simply visit pli.sagepub.com
TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Brexit: Behind the Referendum, John Curtice; The Genesis of English Nationalism,
Michael Kenny; Plus Ça Change? The 2016 Devolved Elections in the UK, Jon Tonge; The Fall
of David Cameron, Graham Goodlad; In Focus: The EU Referendum, Benjamin D. Hennig and
Danny Dorling; Disunited Kingdom: Will Brexit spark the disintegration of the UK?, Nicola
McEwen; Hijacks, Hijinks, History and Hillary: The 2016 Presidential Election, James D. Boys;
Did Ukip win the referendum? Simon Usherwood; Playing Jenga? Northern Ireland after Brexit,
Duncan Morrow and Jonny Byrne; Country Focus: Brazil, Mahrukh Doctor; The Political Science of
Presidential Election Predictions: Hair, Height or Household Incomes, Matt Qvortrup; Last Word:
Referendum Blues, Katie Ghose

New report: Brexit and Beyond - How the UK might leave the EU. Read this in-depth report
from the PSA and the UK in a Changing Europe - visit: http://bit.ly/PSABrexit
Explore content from a wide range of journals from SAGE Publishing on the effects of Brexit –
Simply visit: bit.ly/SAGEPublishingBrexit
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Welcome
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the 2016 Political
Studies Association Awards Ceremony.
Whether viewed as a blessing or a curse, there is little doubt that we are living through
a dramatic political period. From Brexit to the US Presidency and from the Middle East
to the future of political parties, there seem to be very few political issues that are
not in a state of flux. This is certainly a remarkable historical phase for politics in the
UK and elsewhere and it might be worth remembering that the traditional Chinese
proverb ‘May you live in interesting times’ was actually intended to be a curse rather
than a gesture of good luck.
Whether good or bad, curse or compliment, the combination of challenges and
events that have combined to create such intense debate and controversy underline
exactly why the study of politics matters. The Political Studies Association (PSA)
exists to promote the study of politics and continues to flourish. With almost 2,000
members, from the UK and beyond, the community of students of politics – professors
and practitioners included – is expanding and deepening through a mixture of
initiatives. Three years ago the organisation embarked upon a far-reaching reform
agenda labelled ‘PSA+’ and was driven by a commitment to three values – ambition,
professionalism and visibility. The fruits of this agenda are now becoming evident,
particularly as the PSA invests resources in a long-term strategy structured around
the educational and professional pipeline from school right through to retirement.
Framed in the language of policy studies, the PSA is ‘up-streaming’ in the sense of
focusing on the need to nurture future generations of students and academics from
an early stage. The Teachers’ Network and the new Early Career Network are just two
parts of this new approach to reaching out and building a larger and reinvigorated
community. There is also a broader social ambition at the core of the strategy that
aims to promote the public understanding of politics, to support political literacy
amongst all sections of society and to encourage active and engaged citizenship.
This year’s Awards Ceremony – our fifteenth – provides an opportunity to promote
and explain not only what the PSA does and why it matters, including the bold new
strategic plan that is taking shape. It is an occasion to recognise those academics,
journalists, campaigners and politicians who have made an exceptional contribution
to the study and the practice of politics. It goes without saying that the Awards
Committee had a very tough job in deciding upon who should win each award. None
of the decisions were easy and the competition in each category was very strong.
Moreover, just like politics itself, it was clear from the debate surrounding specific
prizes that the Awards Committee was not going to be able to please ‘all of the people,
all of the time’. Debate, controversy and surprise are therefore, to some extent,
inevitable but they are also exactly those factors that make politics such a special
discipline to either study or work within.
Many thanks too to those who made this evening possible: our Awards Committee;
our Master of Ceremonies Jon Snow; Avnish Patel, Helena Djurkovic and all the other
members of PSA staff for organising the evening; and our sponsors SAGE, the Alliance
for Useful Evidence, Elsevier, Routledge and YouGov. I should also note that this is my
last Awards Ceremony as Chair of the PSA. Having served as Chair for three years and
as a Trustee for three years before that, it is time to accept that any ‘change agenda’
must at some point focus on the individuals who have instigated that agenda. So I’d
like to thank Rosie Campbell, Helena Djurkovic, the PSA staff and all of the trustees I
have worked with over the last thirty-six months or so for their energy, commitment
and dedication. It really has been a pleasure to work with you and I am confident that
the PSA is well-positioned to navigate its way through the political waters that lie
ahead. It is a delight to welcome you to this event on behalf of the PSA and I hope you
have a wonderful evening.

Professor Matthew Flinders
Chair, Political Studies Association of the United Kingdom
Political Studies Association Awards 2015 5
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Award Winners 2016
Parliamentarian of the Year
BARONESS SMITH OF BASILDON
Baroness Angela Smith is Labour’s Leader in the House of Lords and Shadow Leader of
the House. Until May 2015 she was a Shadow Home Office Minister and one of two Deputy
Chief Whips to the Labour Group in the Lords. She was appointed a Life Peer in 2010.
Baroness Smith served as an Essex County Councillor between 1989 and 1997. She is
an experienced Member of Parliament, having represented Basildon in the House of
Commons (1997-2010). As a backbench MP, she introduced the Waste Minimisation
Act 1998. In 1999, she was appointed as a Government Whip before being promoted
to Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Northern Ireland (2002). In 2006, she
moved to the Department for Communities and Local Government, after which she
was appointed Parliamentary Private Secretary to Gordon Brown (2007). In 2009,
she joined the Privy Council and became Minister of State for the Cabinet Office.
From 2010 to 2012, Baroness Smith was a frontbench spokesperson on Northern
Ireland issues before taking up her posts in the Home Office and Whips teams until
her election as Labour’s Leader in the Lords in May 2015. She has a degree in Public
Administration from De Montfort University and trained as an accountant before
working at the League against Cruel Sports from 1983, ultimately becoming Head
of Political and Public Relations. In 1995, she become research assistant to Alun
Michael, MP for Cardiff South and Penarth. Baroness Smith is Chair of the Production
Exchange Charity and a patron of both Youthbuild UK and the Airship Heritage Trust.
She is also Vice-Chair of the Cuba Solidarity Campaign. In her spare time, she enjoys
swimming and Coronation Street.
Baroness Smith has increased the profile of the Opposition’s role in the House of
Lords since becoming Shadow Leader, typifying the marked assertiveness on the
red benches, and effectiveness in both scrutinising and improving legislation as well
building relationships across the House. Significant achievements have included:
delaying tax credit cuts (October 2015); major changes to the Trade Union Bill (March
2016); multiple amendments across the Housing and Planning Bill (throughout
Spring 2016); and highlighting the issue of unaccompanied refugee children and their
resettlement in the UK.
Baroness Smith returned to the Shadow Cabinet in October 2016 after a four-month
boycott, following a number of resignations, but did not resign herself as she was
elected by colleagues in the Lords rather than appointed by the party leader. It is
anticipated that she will continue to play an integral role in scrutinising legislation as
well as advising on Brexit.

Why she won:
The judges commended Baroness Smith’s tenacity and skill as Shadow Leader of the
House of Lords, particularly in “harnessing the second chamber in challenging the
Government and holding it to account on a number of significant issues, particularly in
light of ineffective opposition in the House of Commons”.
6 Political Studies Association Awards 2015
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Award Winners 2016
Politician of the Year
SADIQ KHAN
Sadiq Khan was elected Mayor of London in May this year, winning the largest
personal mandate in the history of British politics and securing the support of
1,310,143 Londoners. Before this, he had a distinguished Parliamentary career as
the Member of Parliament for Tooting, a constituency in south London. He served
as a Minister in both the Department for Communities and Local Government
and the Department for Transport under Prime Minister Gordon Brown, becoming
the first Muslim to attend Cabinet. He later served as the Shadow Secretary of
State for Justice and the Shadow Minister for London, leading the London Labour
Party’s election campaign into the 2015 General Election in which Labour gained an
additional seven seats from 2010.
Khan was born and raised in London after his parents moved to the UK from
Pakistan in the 1960s. His father worked as a bus driver for 25 years, his mother
sewed clothes for a living and the family lived on a council estate in Tooting. Before
entering politics and public service, he studied law at university and went on to
work as a respected human rights lawyer for more than 10 years, helping to build
and run a firm of 50 employees. Khan became a councillor in the London Borough
of Wandsworth from 1994 to 2006. He continues to live in Tooting with his wife and
two daughters. Outside of work he is a sports fan, especially football, boxing and
cricket. In 2014 he completed the London Marathon, raising more than £20,000
for charity.

Why he won:
Sadiq Khan was chosen by the judges as Politician of the Year in recognition of his
“firm resolve in rising above divisive opposition tactics during the London Mayoral
election campaign, the substance of his policies, engaging positively with voters
and seeking to build bridges across a fractured political landscape”.

Political Studies Association Awards 2015 7
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Award Winners 2016
Broadcaster of the Year
LAURA KUENSSBERG
Laura Kuenssberg was appointed as the BBC’s Political Editor in July 2015. She
is the first woman to hold this position and follows Nick Robinson, Andrew Marr,
Robin Oakley and John Cole in the role.
Before taking up her current role Kuenssberg was Chief Correspondent and a
presenter on Newsnight and previous to that the Business Editor at ITV News
between 2011 and 2014.
Kuenssberg started covering politics in 2003 as a political correspondent at
the BBC working across programmes including Daily Politics and the Today
programme, Breakfast and the News at Ten. She then became the BBC’s Chief
Political Correspondent from 2009 to 2011. Before joining the BBC in 2000 as
a trainee journalist in Newcastle, Kuenssberg worked in local radio and TV and
studied at Edinburgh and Georgetown Universities.
In May 2016 the campaigning website 38 Degrees took down a petition calling for
Kuenssberg to be sacked due to a perceived bias against the Labour Party and its
leader Jeremy Corbyn, after it had become a focal point for misogynist abuse on
social media. The issue was discussed during Prime Minister’s Questions, where
David Cameron condemned the harassment, stating that “We must have a robust
and lively democracy. But some of the things people say on Twitter, knowing that
they are in some way anonymous, are frankly appalling and people should be
ashamed of the sort of sexist bullying that often takes place.”

Why she won:
The award is in recognition of Laura Kuenssberg’s huge contribution to the public
understanding of politics, especially surrounding the recent EU Referendum and
subsequent developments. The judges commended her “consistently succinct,
astute and engaging analyses of events not just through BBC News but also online
and across social media”.

8 Political Studies Association Awards 2015
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Award Winners 2016
Best Use of Evidence – Politician
LORD STERN OF BRENTFORD
Lord Nicholas Stern is IG Patel Professor of Economics and Government, Head of
the India Observatory and Chairman of the Grantham Research Institute on Climate
Change and the Environment at the London School of Economics. He is President of
the British Academy (from July 2013), and was elected Fellow of the Royal Society
(June 2014). He has held previous posts at universities in the UK and abroad.
He was Chief Economist at both the World Bank (2000-2003) and the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (1994-1999). Lord Stern was Head of the UK
Government Economic Service (2003-7), and produced the landmark Stern Review
on the Economics of Climate Change. He was knighted for services to economics in
2004 and made a cross-bench Life Peer as Baron Stern of Brentford in 2007. His
most recent book is Why are We Waiting? The Logic, Urgency and Promise of Tackling
Climate Change.

Why he won:
Remarking on Lord Stern’s long-standing commitment to combating climate
change, the judges agreed that this was widely credited as playing a key role in
elevating the issue to the top of the political agenda in the mid-to-late 2000s. Lord
Stern’s argument that climate change is the greatest market failure the world has
seen has become a cornerstone of thinking on climate change politics, while his
work has also emphasised its linkages to poverty, overseas aid, economic growth
and the private sector. The judges also lauded Lord Stern’s “robust approach
leading up to, during, and following the Paris Climate Change Conference in late
2015, acknowledged as being an important part of a significant global diplomatic
achievement”.

Political Studies Association Awards 2015 9
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Award Winners 2016
Enlightening the Public
THE IRAQ INQUIRY
On 15 June 2009 Prime Minister Gordon Brown announced that an independent
Committee of Privy Counsellors would examine the UK’s involvement in Iraq
between the summer of 2001 and the end of July 2009. The Committee was made
up of “non-partisan public figures acknowledged to be experts and leaders in
their field”. Sir John Chilcot was appointed to chair the Inquiry and its members
were Sir Lawrence Freedman, Sir Martin Gilbert, Sir Roderic Lyne and Baroness
Usha Prashar. Sir Martin Gilbert became seriously ill in April 2012 and was unable
thereafter to participate in the work of the Inquiry. He died in February 2015.
Sir Roger Wheeler, a former Chief of the General Staff, and Dame Rosalyn Higgins,
a former President of the International Court of Justice, advised the Committee on,
respectively, military matters and international law.
The Inquiry Committee was supported in its work by a small team of civil servants
drawn from a range of government departments and support staff from outside
Government, led from the start by Ms Margaret Aldred, the Secretary to the
Inquiry. The original intention, as announced by Mr Brown, was that the Inquiry
would conduct its work in private. The Committee took the view, reflecting
Parliamentary discussions, that it was in the public interest for its work to be
conducted with the greatest possible openness, including hearing witnesses in
public whenever that was not precluded by security considerations, and publishing
as much evidence as possible alongside the Report.
The Inquiry held four rounds of public hearings which were attended by members
of the public and were available on the internet and to broadcasters. The Inquiry
also took evidence from 35 witnesses in private and later released transcripts,
subject to redactions requested by the Government to prevent potential harm to
national security or international relations. The Inquiry’s Report was published
on 6 July 2016 and runs to 2.6 million words. It contains material drawn from
documents normally regarded as highly sensitive and confidential, including
the records of Cabinet discussions, the discussions between former Prime
Ministers and other Heads of State and Government, intelligence reports and
the assessments of the JIC, and legal advice to the Government. Around 1,800
Government documents were published alongside the Report, which also contains
material from around 7,000 other government documents.

Why they won:
The judges praised the proceedings, despite their length, and subsequent Report
of the Iraq Inquiry, which has significantly helped public understanding of the
UK’s involvement in Iraq from 2001-2009. The thoroughness of the report was
commended, covering political and military decision-making; WMD, the use of
intelligence and judgements on the severity of the threat; the legal case for UK
military action; military preparedness and capability issues; and the consequences
of the invasion and planning for Iraq following the deposing of Saddam Hussein.
Looking forward, the judges acknowledged the insights on the importance
of rigorous ministerial discussion and collective responsibility in government
decision-making.
10 Political Studies Association Awards 2015
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Award Winners 2016
Lifetime Achievement in Politics
GORDON BROWN
Gordon Brown is the United Nations Special Envoy for Global Education and former Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom. He served as Prime Minister from 2007 to 2010 and is
widely credited with preventing a global financial crisis through his stewardship of the
2009 London G20 summit. He was one of the first leaders during the global crisis to initiate
calls for global financial action, while introducing a range of rescue measures in the UK.
Previously, Brown served as Chancellor of the Exchequer from 1997 to 2007, making
him the longest-serving Chancellor in modern history. During ten years at the Treasury,
he influenced many of Labour’s proudest achievements including the Minimum Wage,
Sure Start, the Winter Fuel Allowance, the Child Trust Fund, the Child Tax Credit and paid
paternity leave. His record on global justice includes his negotiation of debt cancellation for
the world’s poorest nations and the tripling of the budget for life-saving aid.
His role in government continued to shape his views on the importance of education as
a fundamental right of every child in the world and the key to unlocking better health,
greater social stability, more rights and opportunities for women and a higher standard
of living. Brown is a passionate advocate for global action to ensure education for all
and co-chairs a High Level Panel on Global Education with Graça Machel. In his role
as UN Special Envoy for Global Education, he helps to galvanise support for the UN’s
Global Initiative on Education, Education First, which aims to achieve quality, relevance,
and inclusive education for every child. He is Chair of the new Global Commission on
Financing Global Education and also serves as Distinguished Global Leader in Residence at
New York University.
Brown is the author of several books including: Beyond the Crash: Overcoming the First
Crisis of Globalisation; My Scotland, Our Britain: A Future Worth Sharing and a forthcoming
work, 2025: Shaping a New Future. Gordon has a PhD in History from the University of
Edinburgh and spent his early career working as a lecturer.
Brown campaigned passionately leading up to the EU Referendum in June 2016, setting out
the case to “lead, not leave” and extolling the benefits of staying in the European Union
as well as offering a positive agenda for reform. Despite the outcome, his contribution was
lauded in many quarters and replicated his galvanising defence of the Union speech for the
cross-party ‘Better Together’ campaign during the Scottish Referendum in September 2014,
when he argued that “Our future lies in cooperation and sharing, and not in separation and
splitting apart. That unity is our strength”.

Why he won:
One of the most dominant figures in British politics in recent times, the judges stated that
“this award is in recognition of Gordon Brown’s significant contribution to British politics,
serving as Prime Minister and Chancellor, and now playing an active and influential role
outside Parliament, including campaigning in the referendums on Scottish Independence
and UK membership of the European Union and doing so passionately and with authority
and dignity”.
Political Studies Association Awards 2015 11
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Award Winners 2016
Best Use of Social Media
RUTH DAVIDSON
Ruth Davidson is the Scottish Conservative MSP for Edinburgh Central and Leader
of the Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party. Davidson was first elected to the
Scottish Parliament in 2011, where she represented Glasgow.
Before entering politics Davidson worked in journalism for ten years, first in
newspapers, before moving to radio and television. The majority of her time was
spent at the BBC working in news and current affairs as a presenter, reporter and
documentary maker.
Following the resignation of her predecessor Annabel Goldie, Davidson was elected
leader of the Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party in November 2011. In 2014
Davidson played a prominent role in Better Together, the cross-party campaign to
keep Scotland in the United Kingdom. In May this year, Davidson was re-elected to
Holyrood as the constituency MSP for Edinburgh Central and now leads the official
Opposition in the Scottish Parliament. In that election the Scottish Conservatives
more than doubled their seats from 15 to 31, overtaking Scottish Labour and
returning their best result since the advent of devolution.
Davidson was an early adopter of Twitter and, in tandem with her eye for a good
photo opportunity, has built up a large following on the network. She has also used
the platform to draw attention to the homophobic abuse she receives.
In October, Davidson was invited to Buckingham Palace, where she was made a
member of Her Majesty’s Privy Council. She was also named Scottish Politician of
the Year by The Herald newspaper, the first Conservative to take the title since the
awards were established 20 years ago.

Why she won:
Ruth Davidson was chosen as the winner of this inaugural award, with the judges
commending her “positive, often humorous and personable approach in using
Twitter to engage with the public and debate with fellow politicians, as well as to
courageously tackle homophobic abuse online”.
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Award Winners 2016
Campaigners of the Year
MARGARET ASPINALL AND PROFESSOR PHIL SCRATON
Margaret Aspinall lost her 18-year old son James in the Hillsborough disaster on 15 April 1989,
where 96 Liverpool fans died, and is a founding member and now Chair of the Hillsborough
Family Support Group. Since the original inquests in 1990, Aspinall has typified the resilience
of the bereaved families, campaigning with extraordinary courage, determination and dignity
to challenge the official view of events amid pressure from the establishment, politicians, the
South Yorkshire Police and elements of the media who blamed supporters for the tragedy.
Her tireless work in seeking the truth and establishing the facts has seen the exoneration of
Liverpool fans 27 years later at the second Hillsborough Inquests, which concluded in April
2016. The jury rejected police claims and ruled that the fans did not contribute to the disaster
and that they had been unlawfully killed. Aspinall continues to seek justice and accountability
and is now backing the ‘Hillsborough Law’ or Public Authorities Accountability Bill, which aims
to make those in public office co-operate positively with investigations and make it illegal
to give misleading information, whilst also containing penalties and fines for those who are
wilfully non-compliant.
Phil Scraton is Professor of Criminology in the Institute of Criminology and Criminal Justice,
School of Law, Queen’s University Belfast, and Director of the Childhood, Transition and
Social Justice Initiative. Formerly Director of the Centre for Studies in Crime and Social
Justice at Edge Hill University, his books include: Causes for Concern - Criminal Justice
on Trial; The State of the Police; In the Arms of the Law - Coroners’ Inquests and Deaths
in Custody; Law, Order and the Authoritarian State; Prisons Under Protest; ‘Childhood’ in
‘Crisis’?; Beyond September 11 - An Anthology of Dissent; Power, Conflict and Criminalisation;
The Violence of Incarceration; The Incarceration of Women - Punishing Bodies, Breaking
Spirits. His recently published research reports include: Childhood in Transition - Experiencing
Marginalisation and Conflict in Northern Ireland; The Hurt Inside - The Imprisonment of Women
and Girls in Northern Ireland; The Prison Within; and Children’s Rights in Northern Ireland. As
Director of the Liverpool City Council-funded Hillsborough Project (1989-1995), he co-authored
two substantial reports: Hillsborough and After: The Liverpool Disaster (1990) and No Last
Rights: The Promotion of Myth and the Denial of Justice in the Aftermath of the Hillsborough
Disaster (1995). His book, Hillsborough: The Truth was first published in 1999, revised in
2000 and in 2009. In 2010 he was appointed by the Home Secretary to the Hillsborough
Independent Panel to lead the panel’s research team, based at Queen’s University, and he is
primary author of Hillsborough: The Report of the Hillsborough Independent Panel (2012).
He was seconded to the Hillsborough families’ legal teams throughout the new inquests
(2014-2016). He was research consultant for Dan Gordon’s Emmy–nominated BBC/ESPN film,
Hillsborough. The fourth and final edition of Hillsborough: The Truth was published in May
2016. He received the Freedom of the City of Liverpool in September 2016.

Why they won:
The award is in recognition of Margaret Aspinall’s endeavour, skill and perseverance as Chair
of the Hillsborough Family Support Group in continuing to seek justice for the victims of
the Hillsborough Disaster and of Professor Phil Scraton’s significant research as a member
of the Hillsborough Independent Panel and how it enlightened public understanding of the
disaster and provided critical evidence, culminating in the verdict of unlawful killing at the
Hillsborough Inquests in April 2016.
Political Studies Association Awards 2015 13
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Award Winners 2016
International Recognition Award
PROFESSOR MICHAEL IGNATIEFF
Michael Ignatieff is a writer, teacher and former politician. Born in Canada,
educated at the University of Toronto and Harvard University, he has written
award-winning books, worked as a television presenter and documentary
filmmaker, editorial columnist and university teacher. He is the author of The Needs
of Strangers (1984), Blood and Belonging: Journeys into the New Nationalism
(1993), The Warrior’s Honor: Ethnic War and the Modern Conscience (1997), Isaiah
Berlin: A Life (1998) and Fire and Ashes: Success and Failure in Politics (2013). He
has taught at the University of British Columbia, Cambridge University, the London
School of Economics and Harvard University, where he was Director of the Carr
Center for Human Rights Policy at the Kennedy School of Government between
2000 and 2005. He is a member of the Queen’s Privy Council for Canada and holds
eleven honorary degrees.
Between 2006 and 2011, he was Member of Parliament for Etobicoke Lakeshore,
Deputy Leader and Leader of the Liberal Party of Canada. Between 2011 and 2013,
he held a professorial appointment at the Munk School of Global Affairs, University
of Toronto. In 2014, he rejoined the Kennedy School of Government, Harvard
University as Edward R. Murrow Professor of the Practice of Politics and the Press.
He also serves as Centennial Chair of the Project on Global Ethics at the Carnegie
Council on Ethics and International Affairs in New York. On 1 August 2016 he
became President and Rector of the Central European University (CEU), Budapest.

Why he won:
The judges said the International Recognition Award “is in light of Professor
Michael Ignatieff’s sustained and significant contribution as both a scholar and a
leading public intellectual. Not only has he been a leading figure in the study and
public understanding of politics, democracy, human rights and governance for
several decades but he has also ‘stepped into the political arena’ himself as an
active politician in the combative world of Canadian politics”.
The judges felt that his memoirs on making the transition from the study of politics
to politics in practice - Fire and Ashes - offered one of the most penetrating and
accessible insights into the nature of modern politics. At a time when scholars
are encouraged to trespass across professional and intellectual boundaries,
Professor Ignatieff’s contribution to the study of politics demonstrates how this
can be achieved, while upholding the very highest standards of scholarship and
professional integrity. It is for this reason that the judges considered him a worthy
recipient of the International Recognition Award.
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Award Winners 2016
Journalist of the Year
RACHEL SYLVESTER
Rachel Sylvester is a Political Columnist at The Times and also undertakes
interviews in collaboration with Alice Thomson. Sylvester started writing about
politics in 1996 and was a lobby correspondent on The Daily Telegraph before
becoming Political Editor of The Independent on Sunday. She joined The Times in
2008. Sylvester is also a regular contributor to Prospect. Sylvester was awarded
the Political Journalist of the Year at the British Press Awards in 2015.
Over the past year, Sylvester has provided perceptive and prescient commentary,
including on the fluid state of British politics following the EU Referendum. Her
ability to ask penetrating questions subtly came to the fore when interviewing
Conservative MP Andrea Leadsom during the latter’s short-lived campaign to
become the Leader of the Conservative Party and Prime Minister in July 2016.
Some of Ms Leadsom’s remarks about her family background - and its contrast
with that of leadership rival Theresa May - attracted controversy, and she withdrew
her bid to be party leader within 48 hours. When asked later about the interview,
Sylvester told the BBC Daily Politics presenter Jo Coburn, “I just ask the questions;
it was the answers that did the damage”.

Why she won:
The award is in recognition of Sylvester’s impressive contribution to political
journalism and her skill in conveying reasoned and sagacious opinion. Notably,
the judges commended the interview with Andrea Leadsom in The Times on
9 July 2016, which “asked pertinent questions and elicited responses that
subsequently influenced her decision to withdraw from the Conservative Party
leadership contest. Sylvester’s composed responses defending the interview were
also notable”.
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Award Winners 2016
Contribution to the Arts and Culture
GRAYSON PERRY
Winner of the 2003 Turner Prize, Grayson Perry is one of Britain’s best-known
contemporary artists. He works with traditional media, ceramics, cast iron, bronze,
printmaking and tapestry. His works reference his own childhood and life as a
transvestite, while also engaging with wider social issues from class and politics to
sex and religion. He has had major solo exhibitions nationally and internationally
including the critically acclaimed Tomb of the Unknown Craftsman at the British
Museum in 2011, My Pretty Little Art Career at the Museum of Contemporary Art in
Sydney, Australia and The Vanity of Small Differences, a suite of tapestries currently
on a national and international tour led by the Arts Council Collection and the
British Council.
In June 2013 Perry was awarded a CBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List.
In 2013 he also delivered the Reith Lectures, BBC Radio 4’s annual flagship talk
series by leading international thinkers, to widespread acclaim. Playing to the
Gallery, his ensuing book, is published by Penguin. In 2014, Grayson Perry: Who Are
You?, a series of television programmes about identity, was broadcast on Channel 4
with an accompanying display at the National Portrait Gallery. A House for Essex,
commissioned by Living Architecture and designed by Perry and FAT Architecture,
was unveiled in 2015. In 2016 Perry was awarded a RIBA Honorary Fellowship.
More recently, he completed a series on masculinity for Channel 4 entitled All Man
and created work inspired specifically by the lives of the men he encountered.
Perry was elected a Royal Academician in 2012. In 2015 he was appointed Trustee of
the British Museum and Chancellor of the University of the Arts London.

Why he won:
The Contribution to the Arts and Culture Award is in recognition of the beautiful
and eloquent way in which Grayson Perry uses art to help the public better
understand and interpret the politics of contemporary modern life in the broadest
sense. The judges in particular commended his recent Channel 4 programme,
All Man, and “its sensitive, nuanced and richly observed approach to looking at and
redefining masculinity”.
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Award Winners 2016
Democratic Innovation
DEMOCRACY MATTERS CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLY PROJECT
Even the most cursory glance at the titles of recent books on democracy and
politics suggests that something is not quite right. Titles such as Why We Hate
Politics, Hatred of Democracy, Can Democracy Survive? and Don’t Vote – It Just
Encourages the Bastards provide a clear signal that the relationship between the
governors and the governed is increasingly interpreted as failing. A gap therefore
seems to have emerged between the public, on the one hand, and politicians,
political processes and political institutions, on the other. In the UK ‘the English
question’ had always been a thorny issue given the devolution of significant and
increasing powers to Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland and major claims were
made about the previous Government’s plans for a ‘devolution revolution’. From
late 2014 onwards a number of ‘devolution deals’ were agreed between local areas
and central government but there was little sign of the ‘wider civic engagement’
that had been promised by the Prime Minister. A number of Parliamentary and
think-tank reports highlighted the lack of public engagement – or even knowledge
about – deal-making processes, and a policy that was designed to help rectify
a perceived ‘democratic deficit’ was increasingly interpreted as potentially
contributing to political disengagement.
It was in exactly this context that the Democracy Matters project brought together
an alliance of university researchers and civil society organisations to pilot new
ways of promoting informed public engagement around the English devolution
agenda. The research team was supported by an international advisory board that
included the research directors of major democratic innovations from all over the
world and two Citizens’ Assemblies were designed and delivered. Assembly North
(Sheffield) and Assembly South (Southampton) not only compared and contrasted
different assembly design types but also revealed the capacity of members of the
public to engage with complex questions of constitutional policy-making. They
revealed how to ‘do’ politics differently and the long-term benefits of such an
approach in an era that appears defined by anti-politics. The project attracted a
significant amount of interest from the media, Whitehall and local government
and has featured in a number of parliamentary and official reports. Members
of the team continue to draw upon this research in order to inform and support
subsequent public engagement projects within and beyond the UK.
More broadly, as an ESRC-funded ‘rapid response’ project, Democracy Matters was
able to demonstrate the capacity of the social sciences to undertake rigorous, risky
and high-impact research in an agile and highly responsive manner.
The team consisted of Katie Ghose (Electoral Reform Society), Matt Flinders
(University of Sheffield), Will Jennings (University of Southampton), Edward Molloy
(Electoral Reform Society), Brenton Prosser (University of Sheffield), Alan Renwick
(University College London), Graham Smith (University of Westminster), Paulo
Spada (University of Southampton) and Gerry Stoker (University of Southampton).

Why they won:
The judges recognised the innovative and deliberative ways in which the
Democracy Matters project and the pilot Citizens’ Assemblies in Sheffield and
Southampton engaged with citizens, as well as their potential for shaping future
democratic reforms and the devolution of power at local and regional levels.
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Award Winners 2016
Innovation in Teaching Politics
DR MATTHEW WYMAN
Dr Matthew Wyman is Senior Teaching Fellow in Politics and Director of Learning
and Teaching in the School of Politics, Philosophy, International Relations and the
Environment at Keele University. He has worked at Keele since 1994 in a variety of
roles, as an academic, developing learning and teaching, and in student support. His
background is in teaching and researching Russian politics, and he describes his other
current professional interests as trying to create the kind of politics degrees he would
like to study, helping students to get the most out of their degree experience, or at
least to survive it, and helping students to develop and clarify a sense of direction for
life after university.
Since 2007, together with his colleague Sarah Longwell from Keele Careers Service,
Dr Wyman has taught a module for second year students on ‘The Practice of Politics’.
This module has several themes. The first is to address the ongoing issue of the
‘drifting finalist’ through detailed career development education for politics students.
This involves engaging students with three distinct questions: ‘What am I good at?’
through analysis of personal strengths, and reflection on personal values, motivations
and priorities; ‘What’s out there?’ through exploration of the graduate labour market
for politics students, detailed information about a number of politics-related careers,
what they involve and how to get into them; and ‘How do I get where I want to be?’
which assists students with the essential transition skills of networking and enhancing
employability, the job application, the CV, the job interview and the assessment
centre. Alongside this, there is much exploration of questions of mainstream versus
non-mainstream routes through life, work-life balance, what is meant by ‘ethical
careers’, and the way actual careers really develop. As often as possible this involves
the use of Keele alumni, who help to make the material real and concrete.
The second theme addressed by this innovation is the development of practical
political skills. This has involved at various times the exploration of political
communication and political rhetoric, the nature of political leadership, campaigning
and, most importantly of all, people skills, that is the development of interpersonal
trust, assertiveness and negotiating skills, building successful teams and
organisations, dealing with cynicism, and dealing with really difficult people. Dr
Wyman says that it would have been good to also include a section on political ethics
and political integrity, but its absence has never been questioned by students.
These goals have required a radically different approach to teaching and assessment
through the use of reflective portfolios which allow space for subjectivity and
reflection as well as practicing technical skills.
Since it began the module has inspired similar modules at universities both in the
UK and internationally. It was described in a recent article in the PSA journal Politics
as ‘empowerment-based employability learning’. Dr Wyman and Dr Edwin Bacon,
Birkbeck, University of London, are currently writing a book, Employability for Politics
and International Relations, to be published by Oxford University Press.

Why he won:
The judges agreed that the ‘The Practice of Politics’ module at Keele University
is a commendable case of teaching innovation that has received positive student
feedback whilst also inspiring politics academics in developing similar modules at
other universities.
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Award Winners 2016
Political Studies Communicator
PROFESSOR ANAND MENON
Professor Anand Menon is Professor of European Politics and Foreign Affairs at
King’s College London. He also directs the Economic and Social Research Council
initiative, the UK in a Changing Europe (www.ukandeu.ac.uk). This work has
involved communicating the findings of social science research on the EU to the
widest possible audience of non-academic stakeholders, including politicians, civil
servants, business, third sector organisations and the general public.
Professor Menon is co-editor of the Oxford Handbook of the European Union (OUP,
2012) and author, amongst other things, of Europe: The State of the Union (Atlantic
Books 2008). He has written widely on European integration for publications
including the Financial Times, Prospect, The Guardian, The Daily Telegraph, The
Times and Le Monde. He is a member of the Council of the European Council on
Foreign Relations and an Associate Fellow of Chatham House.

Why he won:
Professor Anand Menon was chosen by the judges for his important contribution to
the dissemination of robust evidence-based information on the UK’s role in Europe
and the EU Referendum, which was crucial in helping to inform the public. The
jury commended “the skill with which he has directed the UK in a Changing Europe
initiative, making it an authoritative reference point, as well as communicating
beyond the national media and reaching out directly to local communities
throughout the country in a series of Town Hall events”.
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Award Winners 2016
W.J.M. Mackenzie Book Prize
PROFESSOR CHRISTOPHER HOOD
AND DR RUTH DIXON
Professor Christopher Hood is a Visiting Professor at the Blavatnik School of
Government at the University of Oxford and Emeritus Fellow of All Souls College.
After working at Glasgow University, Sydney University, and LSE, he was Gladstone
Professor of Government at the University of Oxford from 2001 to 2014 (now
Emeritus). Contributions to public service include chairing the Nuffield Council on
Bioethics Working Party on Medical Profiling and Online Medicine (2008-2010) and
membership of the Government Office of Science Review of the Analytical Capacity
of HM Treasury (2012-2013). Known for his work on ‘new public management,’
Professor Hood works mainly on executive government and bureaucracy, and with
Rozana Himaz of Oxford Brookes he recently completed a study of the politics of
‘austerity’ (A Century of Fiscal Squeeze Politics in the UK, OUP, forthcoming).
In the 1970s he worked with Professor Bill Mackenzie (after whom the PSA’s
book prize is named) and his earlier book The Art of the State was awarded the
W.J.M. Mackenzie Book Prize in 2000.
Dr Ruth Dixon, the first female winner of the PSA’s W.J.M. Mackenzie Book Prize,
is a researcher at the Blavatnik School of Government and an associate member
of the Department of Politics and International Relations, University of Oxford. Dr
Dixon’s early career was in the life sciences. From 1992 to 2001 she was a senior
scientist and University Research Lecturer at the MRC Biochemical and Clinical
Magnetic Resonance Unit, University of Oxford. Her work on the biochemistry of
human disease resulted in over forty peer-reviewed publications. Dr Dixon worked
from 2006 to 2013 at the Department of Politics and International Relations,
University of Oxford, funded by the ESRC and the Leverhulme Trust. Her research
focuses on how best to measure public sector performance. Her current research
on efficiency in English local government is funded by the British Academy. She
is a member of the editorial advisory board of the International Journal of Public
Sector Management.

Why they won:
The winner of this year’s W.J.M. Mackenzie Book Prize is Professor Christopher
Hood and Dr Ruth Dixon’s A Government That Worked Better and Cost Less?
Evaluating Three Decades of Reform and Change in UK Central Government
(Oxford University Press). The book was the unanimous choice of a jury of
distinguished academics, who commented:
“‘A Government That Worked Better and Cost Less?’ offers a sophisticated and
rigorous analysis of some of the claims that are routinely made about the supposed
benefits of the organisational structures and techniques associated with New Public
Management in the UK, and offers some important, sceptical judgements about
these. As such, it carries considerable implications for policy-making, as well as the
field of academic enquiry which it addresses”.
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Award Winners 2016
Sir Isaiah Berlin Prize for Lifetime Contribution to
Political Studies
PROFESSOR ANNE PHILLIPS
Professor Anne Phillips is Graham Wallas Professor of Political Science at the
London School of Economics (LSE). Professor Phillips is a leading figure in
contemporary political theory, whose work on equality has helped shape many of
the debates in feminist political theory. Her most influential work is The Politics
of Presence: the Political Representation of Gender, Race, and Culture (1995). As
well as engaging with issues of democracy and representation, she has addressed
the relationship between equality and difference; the uneasy relationship between
feminism and liberalism and feminism and multiculturalism; and the dangers in
regarding the body as property. In recent work, she has returned to a research
theme of her PhD thesis (published as The Enigma of Colonialism) to pursue the
challenges of thinking political theory beyond the Euro-American axis.
Professor Phillips has taught in both pre-1992 and Russell Group universities,
having started her career at what was then City of London Polytechnic,
subsequently London Guildhall University, before moving to the LSE in 1999
to become Director of the Gender Institute. In 2004 she transferred to a joint
appointment between the Gender Institute and Government Department, and since
2012 has been exclusively in the Government Department as the Graham Wallas
Professor of Political Science. Professor Phillips was elected a Fellow of the British
Academy in 2003, and in 2008 received a Special Recognition Award from the PSA.
She holds honorary degrees from the Universities of Aalborg and Bristol.
Professor Phillips’ publications include Engendering Democracy (1991), Which
Equalities Matter? (1999), Multiculturalism without Culture (2007), Gender and
Culture (2010), and Our Bodies, Whose Property? (2013). She also co-edited, with
John Dryzek and Bonnie Honig, the 2006 Oxford Handbook of Political Theory. Her
most recent book is based on the J.R. Seeley lectures she gave at the University
of Cambridge in 2013, and is published as The Politics of the Human. In 2014-15
she was a member of the LSE Commission on Gender, Inequality and Power, and
she continues, where possible, to use her academic research to help promote
real change.

Why she won:
The judges said, “As a major political thinker in the areas of feminist theory,
democracy and representation, Professor Phillips has been awarded the Sir Isaiah
Berlin prize in recognition of the huge contribution she has made to the study of
democracy and representation, to the field of women and politics, and the work
undertaken to enhance the public understanding of politics. Professor Phillips’
thinking continues to shape not only academic research on gender and politics,
but also public discourse and social movement activism, bridging the links between
theory and practice”.
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Launch of the Jo Cox Prize
for Public Service and Active Citizenship

The Political Studies Association is pleased to announce the launch in 2017 of a
new prize named in honour of Jo Cox: the Jo Cox Prize for Public Service and
Active Citizenship. The prize will be dedicated to the memory of Jo Cox, Member
of Parliament for Batley and Spen, who died on 16 June 2016, and her campaigning
spirit as a first term parliamentarian and humanitarian activist.
The prize will recognise early career academics that have delivered impact by
working closely with policy-makers and/or the public for the ‘public good’. The
establishment of this prize is part of the PSA’s commitment to supporting the next
generation of politics academics.
Further details regarding the criteria and nomination process will be made
available soon.
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PSA Annual International
Conference 2017
Technology & Innovation Centre – University of Strathclyde,
Glasgow, 10 - 12 April 2017
Join the PSA today
Membership of the Political Studies Association (PSA) is open to anyone with an interest
in politics. The PSA is committed to helping its members develop their skills and advance
in their professional careers, through a wide range of activities and world-class journals
that help enrich the study and understanding of politics. As a PSA Member you receive:
• Members’ discounts on conference and workshop fees. (Save more than the cost of your
membership when you attend our annual conference!)
• Access to travel grants and awards
• Access to a network of Specialist Groups
• Access to our Parliament Internship Scheme and House of Commons Fellowship Scheme
• Workshops organised on issues of practical professional concern to early and
mid-career academics
• SAGE Resources - free access to a number of journals, archives and resources from the
SAGE collection.
• Subscription to the PSA’s various publications
• Two Annual Lectures
• Opportunities to be nominated for a wide range of PSA prizes
• 20% discount on over 100 books from Ashgate
• Subscription to PSA News, our full-colour quarterly magazine, and our e-newsletter,
delivered straight to your inbox every fortnight!
It’s an exciting time to be studying and discussing politics so why not visit
https://www.psa.ac.uk/join-or-renew-membership to find out about our various
membership offers and join our growing network of academics, practitioners, journalists,
policy-makers, researchers and students.

www.psa.ac.uk/conference/2017-conference
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Proud sponsors of the

Sir Isaiah Berlin
Prize

Routledge Politics,
International Relations
and Strategic Studies

Routledge partners with prestigious societies and think tanks
across the world to publish highly-cited journals and leading book
titles. Join our community and partner with the top publisher
of ranked titles across the Thomson Reuters Journal Citation
Reports® Political Science and International Relations categories.
Brexit dominated British political debate this year. For quality,
peer-reviewed research and interviews with experts such as
Professor John Curtice, visit our free access collection*.

bit.ly/RoutledgeEURef

Follow us on Twitter:
@Rout_PoliticsIR
@RStrategic

Like us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/routledgepolitics
www.facebook.com/strategicstudies

FREE
ACCESS

*Free access is available until 31 December 2016
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